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1 Introduction

Just because a project is known to be worth the effort in the long-run does not

guarantee it will be completed in a timely fashion. According to standard economic

treatments, team projects are particularly prone to inefficiencies of this sort. Holm-

strom (1982) showed it is largely impossible to use the value created by a team to

motivate its members due to moral hazard concerns.1 A literature on voluntary pub-

lic goods contributions has demonstrated similar difficulties in overcoming free-riding

(Bagnoli and Lipman, 1989).2 In many cases, these incentive issues can be further

compounded by the possibility of coordination failure, as it can lead to inefficient

under-provision (or even over-provision) of effort on team projects (Wittenbaum et

al., 1998; Brandts and Cooper, 2006).

In a separate line of research, behavioral economic theories have shown that even

worthwhile individual projects can be derailed, as a consequence of present bias.

Present-biased agents discount future utility at t using the time-inconsistent quasi-

hyperbolic discount function, βδt, with “present bias factor” β < 1 (Laibson, 1997;

O’Donoghue, 1999, 2001). By reducing the effective weight of future payoffs in

decision-making (relative to a time-consistent evaluation), present bias can, in and of

itself, tempt an agent to put off investing effort on a worthy project. However, this

problem can be severely exacerbated by naive present bias — a situation in which the

agent is oblivious to their present bias until that present arrives. Compared to their

sophisticated counterparts (who correctly anticipate their own time-inconsistency),

naively present-biased agents can better justify putting off a task today based on a

false expectation that they will be motivated to do it tomorrow.3

Given the many obstacles to efficient team production already known to exist with

standard time-consistent agents, it would be natural to expect even worse outcomes

if present bias — especially with naivete — was brought into a team framework. To

look into this further, we develop a model of team collaboration with present-biased

agents who, building on familiar notions of naivete and sophistication from single-

agent models, may be naive or sophisticated towards their partners’ present bias

1For a recent treatment, see Bonatti and Horner (2011).
2Of note, this literature has shown that designing outcomes to ensure a particular agent is pivotal (that

is, has default control over the outcome) can generate incentives that mitigate inefficiency due to free-riding.
3While Akerlof (1991) pointed to the role of naivete in a more general sense, the link between procrasti-

nation and naivete as it pertains to present bias was formally worked out by O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999).
O’Donoghue and Rabin (2001, 2008) later showed (respectively) that the vulnerability to severe procrasti-
nation extends to present-biased agents who exhibit a form of partial naivete and that (full) naivete can
lead to endless procrastination on longer-term projects.
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in addition to their own. To fully translate naive present bias into a team setting,

however, a trickier modeling question arises: how do such agents update their other

beliefs (including higher-order beliefs) when they inevitably discover their own present

bias?

To understand this technical challenge in our setting, first consider a familiar

situation in which two co-authors — Alice and Bob — are collaborating on a critical

and time-sensitive research project. At present, Alice and Bob are each deciding

whether or not to exert effort on a task that will bring the project closer to completion.

Since effort is costly, both co-authors have an incentive to minimize their contribution

to the project — provided it still gets done — creating a potential for free-riding. For

instance, if Bob chooses to put off doing a task, Alice will be forced to undertake

additional tasks to ensure the project is completed on time. Thus, there can be a

strategic advantage to procrastination in that it can allow an agent to economize on

their task share, but procrastination by both co-authors can prevent the team from

being able to meet its deadline.

Next, suppose Alice is fully naive in that, prior to facing her present decision, she

believed that both she and Bob would be time-consistent (and that this was common

knowledge). Now that the decision has arrived, however, Alice discovers that she

is in fact present-biased. While re-computing her optimal strategy in light of this

unexpected discovery, Alice may revisit her other prior assumptions. For instance,

she may ask herself, if I am present-biased, does this mean Bob is too? Alice may

also wonder, does Bob know that I am present-biased? If Alice concludes that the

answer to either (or both) of these questions is ‘yes,’ we say that she has reassessed

(i.e. reversed) her associated prior belief — and all of Alice’s infinite higher-order

prior beliefs are also subject to reassessment in this sense. To complicate matters

significantly, Alice cannot turn to Bayes’ Rule to resolve such questions. That is,

Alice was certain that she would not be present-biased, but Bayes’ Rule does not say

anything about how beliefs should be updated in response to ‘null’ events such as

this, to which the agent previously assigned zero-probability.

To address these issues, we formalize a tractable yet flexible “sequential reassess-

ment” rule in which naive agents, upon confronting their own present bias, reassess

their prior beliefs about each players’ time-(in)consistency up to — but not beyond

— a given depth (i.e. order) between zero and infinity. Alice’s posterior, decision-

relevant beliefs can therefore be summarized by two numbers: the depth of her ‘in-

ward’ reassessment regarding her own present bias and the depth of her ‘outward’
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reassessment concerning Bob’s present bias. In turn, these numbers determine the

overall direction of Alice’s reassessment. That is, Alice is either considered more

‘introspective’ or ‘extrospective,’ on balance, depending on whether her inward or

outward reassessment is deeper.4

A main implication of our model is that, contrary to what one might expect,

introducing naively present-biased players into a team setting can allow a team to

optimize its performance while overcoming inefficient free-riding (and related coordi-

nation issues) that would otherwise exist. In establishing this and other results, the

model demonstrates the importance of its unique behavioral elements arising from

our novel sequential reassessment approach to confronting naive present bias, as the

depths and directions of such reassessments prove to be critical determinants of both

individual behavior and team efficiency. For example, we find that ‘extrospection’

(in the sense described above) will motivate a naively present-biased agent to over-

come their infamous tendency to procrastinate, while ‘introspection’ has the opposite

effect. Moreover, a team with two naively present-biased agents will achieve full effi-

ciency in our setting if and only if players are diverse in this regard. This prediction

speaks to a recurring theme in our model: that the ability of a team to work together

often depends on its precise composition. The result also offers a contribution to

the theoretical literature on the value of diversity, as it highlights a novel channel —

variation in the directions of naive agents’ reassessments — that can improve team

functionality in the absence of more familiar channels, such as diversity in skillsets or

technical knowledge.5

There have been a few models to date that have considered what happens when

(possibly naive) present-biased agents interact. However, these models make non-

obvious (in our view) simplifying assumptions that sidestep thorny questions about

agents’ higher-order beliefs, and in doing so, preclude the forms of behavioral variation

that prove important in our model.6 In the language of our earlier example, these

4Yes, this is actually a word. See http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/extrospective.
5The composition of well-functioning teams has been at the heart of economics since Adam Smith’s

‘division of labor.’ Based on productive efficiency alone, there are gains from having a diverse set of skills
among team members. (See, for example, Becker and Murphy, 1992). Indeed, much of the research outside
of economics on diversity and team functionality has been based on the theoretical proposition that diversity
can provide a team with different information and insights, as well as the appropriate compositions of skills
for various tasks that need to be accomplished. (See for instance, the comprehensive review of that literature
by Mannix and Neale, 2005).

6In an unpublished paper, Sarafidis (2006) examines the interaction of naive and sophisticated agents
and highlights when predictions are likely to differ from games with time-consistent agents. Akin (2009)
develops this further, exploring when such agents may generate inefficient outcomes in alternating-offer
bargaining games. Finally, Haan and Hauck (2014) highlight the need to consider present-biased agents’
assumptions about the time-consistency of agents they interact with. Although they focus on sophisticated
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models effectively assume that Alice would reassess all of her prior beliefs, concluding

that both she and Bob are time-consistent (and that this is common knowledge) —

which is precisely the opposite of what she believed prior to confronting her present

bias.7 In our model, however, we take seriously the notion that naive agents may

revise their prior beliefs in other ways.

This paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we introduce a simple, two

person, multiple task environment. Our goal here is to keep the underlying environ-

ment simple so as to place our analytical attention on the belief structure (on this

dimension, we aim for generality). Here we also describe our notion of perception-

perfect equilibrium in the underlying dynamic game that itself is a natural extension

of perception-perfect strategies considered by O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999, 2001).8

Section 3 characterizes the equilibrium strategies and outcomes that arise in teams

with fully naive agents who do not anticipate either their own or their partner’s

present bias. It is there that we introduce our key concept — sequential reassessment

— while showing how the team can achieve efficiency if its members vary in the direc-

tion of their reassessments. Section 4 then incorporates various forms of sophistication

into the framework. In particular, ‘self-sophisticated’ agents hold correct beliefs (in-

cluding higher-order beliefs) about their own present bias and ‘other-sophisticated’

agents hold correct beliefs about their partner’s present bias. Sophistication can both

help and hurt the performance of a team depending on the precise nature of players’

sophistication as well as the composition of the team. While it is difficult to suc-

cinctly summarize these relationships, the key to assembling an efficient team is to

find agents who agree on their ‘differences’ at some level even if their exact beliefs

are incompatible — as was the case in Section 3.

As discussed at greater length in Section 5, our model provides a bridge between

established theories of present-biased discounting and the recently-revived decision-

theoretic interest in non-Bayesian updating in response to null events. Besides our

new application to present bias, sequential reassessment represents a distinct approach

agents, Brocas and Carrillo (2001) provide an earlier model of present bias in the context of both competitive
and cooperative projects, showing how competition can alleviate inefficiency stemming from a tendency to
procrastinate and also from a tendency to rush.

7Technically, these papers generally achieve this by assuming that, when the present arrives, naive agents’
present biases are publicly observable or otherwise common knowledge. Why this would be so is not discussed.
Unlike conventional assumptions of common knowledge regarding players’ preference parameters, common
knowledge in this context entails a sudden reversal of beliefs, and hence learning, which requires an observable
signal of some sort (but it is not clear what this signal would look like or where it comes from). Nonetheless,
this has the effect of making it common knowledge that agents are present-biased and so there are no
questions regarding higher-order beliefs.

8See also, Haan and Hauck (2014).
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to this problem, which we compare and contrast to the treatments of Ortoleva (2012)

and Karni and Viero (2013). As formalized in our model, sequential reassessment

could also be cast as an extension of level-k reasoning models into the domains of

present bias and non-Bayesian updating in response to null events. Level-k models

posit that players’ beliefs (and strategies) are anchored to some naive prior held

by a “level-0” player such that a level-1 player best-responds to the strategy of a

level-0 player, a level-2 player best-responds to a level-1 player, and so on.9 Under

(finite) sequential reassessment, naively present-biased agents similarly believe they

are one step ahead of their partner and best-respond accordingly. Unlike standard

applications of level-k reasoning, however, we consider players’ ‘thought processes’ in

two opposing dimensions — ‘introspection’ and ‘extrospection,’ as we have labeled

them — while demonstrating the behavioral relevance of this distinction.

Although we believe naive present bias to be the most natural and well-grounded

motivation, sequential reassessment could in principle be applied by players who con-

front false preconceptions regarding any utility parameter. Building on this obser-

vation, in Section 6 we show how our framework can be collapsed to a strategically-

equivalent static game with the payoff structure of a two-player volunteer’s dilemma.

We then entertain one potential interpretation of “payoff naivete,” as it arises in

this context, that relates to biases in the maintenance of a positive self-image. By

viewing the model through this lens, we can relate our approach to established psy-

chological concepts and also to some economic theories of overconfident (or otherwise

overoptimistic) players in team-like settings.

2 Model

We study a dynamic game of collaboration on a multi-task project. To focus on the

simplest nontrivial case of the general game we have in mind, we model a two-player

team that has two periods to complete a project that consists of three identical tasks.

In each period, t = 1, 2, players simultaneously choose whether or not to complete

a single task. Any such task requires an effort cost c > 0 and can be completed

by either player, although each player can only complete one task per period, while

9See the models of Nagel (1995), Stahl and Wilson (1995), Costa-Gomes et al. (2001), Costa-Gomes and
Crawford (2006), and the closely-related ‘Cognitive Hierarchy’ model of Camerer et al. (2004). Real-life
players in normal form games do appear to exhibit a limited depth of reasoning in the manner suggested
by these models, as many empirical and experimental studies show that level-k reasoning often out-predicts
models based on standard equilibrium concepts (for a review, see Crawford et al., 2013).
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each player receives a payoff equal to 1 if and when the project is completed.10 It is

important to note that it is always possible to complete a task — even in excess of

the number required for the project. Thus, if both players choose to exert effort in

both periods, there is an inefficient overprovision of effort as four tasks are completed

for a project that only requires three (certainly, there can be underprovision too, as

would be the case if the team collectively completes less than three tasks by the end

of the final period).

We assume that both players have time-inconsistent preferences whereby future

utility is discounted by a common present-bias factor β < 1.11 For simplicity, fu-

ture utility is not discounted other than through this present bias.12 We want to

consider projects that are worth the effort to complete, even from the present-biased

perspective of a player who ultimately exerts effort in both periods. Therefore, we

assume c <
β

1 + β
, which ensures that the player’s discounted payoff (β) exceeds the

discounted sum of the effort costs (c+ βc) in this full-effort scenario.13

A distinction that is commonly made — and has proven to be behaviorally im-

portant — in single-agent models with present-biased discounting is whether the

individual is a “sophisticate” who correctly believes that they will be present-biased

in future periods, or a “naif” who is oblivious of their own future present bias until

that future “present” arrives. Translating these standard notions of naivete and so-

phistication into our multi-agent setting (where each player’s beliefs and higher-order

beliefs regarding both players’ present biases need to be specified) represents a whole

and messier-than-expected can of worms. In subsequent sections, we will do our best

to slowly and carefully peel this can open, and in doing so, we will characterize be-

10By modeling a three-task project in this timeframe (and bearing in mind the implied labor capacity
constraint), we can consider inefficiencies due to free-riding and coordination failure while preserving the
notion that a team can actually create value. For a four-task project, there would be no incentive to
procrastinate. With two tasks, a team would serve no purpose since any one player would be able to
complete the task without the help of a teammate (and, in doing so, the threats to efficiency that exist in
team settings would be negated).

11As we will see, solving our model with two present-biased players will require us to first characterize
the equilibria for the cases in which one or both players are time-consistent (i.e. β = 1). Therefore, even
with the assumption that both players are present-biased, we will be able to derive predictions involving
(hypothetical) time-consistent players along the way.

12Since we are only considering a two-period model, the only relevant discount is the weight of β on utility
at t = 2, from the perspective at t = 1. In and of itself, this present bias would have the same effect if
it was conceived as a standard, exponential discount factor. While we could, in principle, consider naive
beliefs with respect to a standard discount factor, we do not adopt this interpretation because it is only
conventional to consider such naivete with respect to present-biased discounting.

13Alternatively, we can express this condition as β > c
1−c

, and interpret it as an assumption that the
present bias is mild enough to ensure that a time-inconsistent player prefers to have the project completed
even if it requires effort in both periods.
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havior over a large range of time-inconsistent “types.” As will later become clear,

we will be able to formally express all of this diversity as variation in players’ beliefs

(importantly including higher-order beliefs) at the time choices are made, regarding

both player’s present biases. While we will put more structure on these beliefs later

(informed by established notions of naivete and sophistication), for now we formalize

them as follows.

2.1 General Formulation of Beliefs

For a given player, let µ = (µO;µI) denote their full set of beliefs regarding the

present biases (or lack thereof) of both players. In particular, µO = (µO(1), µO(2), . . .)

denotes outward beliefs pertaining to the other player’s present bias factor and µI =

(µI(1), µI(2), . . .) denotes inward beliefs pertaining to one’s own present bias factor,

where the argument n in µO(n) or in µI(n) connotes the degree of the associated

belief. Formally, these first-degree beliefs are defined as:

µO(1) = B ⇔ I believe my partner’s present-bias factor is B,

µI(1) = B ⇔ I believe my partner believes my present-bias factor is B,
(1)

where, for reasons that will soon be evident, we will restrict B ∈ {β, 1}. For each

z ∈ {O, I}, higher-degree beliefs are then defined recursively by:

µz(n+ 1) = B ⇔ I believe my partner believes µz(n) = B, n = 1, 2, . . .

Thus, if µO(1) = β but µO(2) = 1, for example, the player whose beliefs are given

by µ believes that their partner is present-biased, but also believes that their partner

doesn’t know they knows this.14

Finally, we can also let µI(0) = β denote the player’s belief regarding their own

present bias where, unlike other beliefs defined above, it is necessarily correct because

a player must be aware (even if it is a brand new discovery) of their own present bias

at the time of their choice. That said, a player may believe their partner is time-

consistent (i.e. if µO(1) = 1). Thus, although we assume players are present-biased,

we will need to characterize the equilibrium strategies of hypothetical time-consistent

players for whom µI(0) = 1. Note, in either case, µI(0) will be interpreted as the

(actual or hypothetical) player’s true present-bias factor and is therefore excluded

14Translating high-enough order beliefs into easy-to-grasp (and keep track of) language can be hard, so
we will keep our illustrative examples as simple as possible.
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from the inward-belief vector, µI .

For the player with beliefs µ, let µ̃′ = (µ̃′O, µ̃
′
I) denote their beliefs regarding

their partner’s beliefs, and let µ′ = (µ′O, µ
′
I) denote their partner’s true beliefs. The

(original) player’s beliefs regarding their partner’s beliefs, µ̃′, are uniquely determined

from µ using:

µ̃′O(n) = µI(n), and µ̃′I(n) = µO(n+ 1), for all n = 1, 2, . . . (2)

To see why µ̃′O(n) = µI(n) holds for the simplest case with n = 1, first recall if Alice is

the player whose beliefs are given by µ and Bob is her partner, then from equation (1)

we see that µI(1) = B means that Alice believes that Bob believes that her present

bias factor is B. Now µ̃′O(1) = B means that Alice believes µ′O(1) = B. Since µ′O(1)

means that Bob believes that Alice’s present bias factor is B, it follows that if Alice

believes this, i.e. if µ̃′O(1) = B, this means exactly the same thing as µI(1) = B. The

validity of the second expression in equation (2), µ̃′I(n) = µO(n + 1), can be verified

in a similar fashion. Lastly note, we can also define µ̃′I(0) = µO(1), which represents

(in this case) Alice’s belief regarding Bob’s present-bias factor.

To simplify our analysis while isolating the effect of µ on behavior, we rule out all

possible bases for heterogeneity in behavior besides those attributable to differences in

µ. Put differently, two players with the same beliefs µ and in the same (sub)game will

employ the same strategy.15 Moreover, since players’ present biases and associated

beliefs are irrelevant at t = 2 — recall, both the effort cost and potential payoff are

realized immediately — we presume all players have identical strategies at t = 2,

which will allow us to focus predominantly on how beliefs matter for behavior at

t = 1.16

2.2 Equilibrium Behavior

We assume players’ strategies are perception-perfect in that a player chooses the op-

timal action given their current preferences, their perceptions of what their partner’s

current action will be, and their perceptions of them and their partner’s future ac-

15As seen in Section 3 and 4, we will allow players to differ with respect to their statuses as naive or
sophisticated (including forms of partial naivete/sophistication), but individual variation stemming from
these differences will be entirely captured by variation between µ and µ′. That said, when expanding our
analysis to include hypothetical time-consistent players, whether or not a player is present-biased will surely
also be a permissible basis for differences in behavior.

16The simplifications also allow us to abstract from potentially thorny questions related to learning that
are outside the scope of this paper. For instance, if a player’s beliefs at t = 1 are contradicted by their
partner’s chosen action, it is not obvious how or whether such beliefs at t = 2 might change.
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tions.17 A player’s “perceptions” in this sense, while not necessarily correct, will just

be a straightforward extrapolation of what would happen given their beliefs µ (which

are also not necessarily correct).

In any subgame at t = 2 (where a subgame at t = 2 is uniquely defined by

the number of tasks completed in t = 1), this perception-perfect solution concept

effectively reduces to static Nash equilibrium since µ and µ′ only matter at t = 1

(recall, all possible costs and payoffs associated with actions at t = 2 are experienced

immediately and thus how players discount the future is of no consequence at this

stage of the game). We can therefore fully characterize the equilibrium strategies

at t = 2 in each possible subgame without worrying about players’ “types.” To

start, if three tasks remain at t = 2, effort is futile, so both players optimally shirk.

Since we are abstracting from variation in strategies besides those stemming from

differences in µ (which only matter at t = 1), players play the symmetric equilibrium

in the other potential subgames at t = 2. Consequently, if one task remains, both

players mix, exerting effort with probability 1 − c — this is the unique symmetric

equilibrium. If two tasks remain, however, there are multiple symmetric equilibria,

so we assume players follow the Pareto-dominant such equilibrium in which both

players exert effort, guaranteeing completion of the project.18 Of note, if the project

is still feasible in that either one or two tasks remain, then the per-person expected

continuation payoff at t = 2 is 1− c.
As for the problem at t = 1, if a player believes their partner will exert effort with

probability p, the perceived expected values of exerting effort and of shirking are

−c+β(1− c) and p ·β(1− c), respectively. Following the discussion above, if a player

perceives their partner as being the same type — i.e. if µ = µ̃′ and µI(0) = µ̃′I(0) = β

— then they will exert effort at t = 1 with probability 1− c
β(1−c) , while believing their

partner will do the same. Similarly, a hypothetical time-consistent player who believes

their partner is also time-consistent and has identical beliefs will (hypothetically) mix

at t = 1 with probability 1− c
1−c .

Besides isolating the effect of µ on behavior (i.e. only permitting heterogeneity

in players’ strategies when there is heterogeneity in players types), our focus on the

unique, symmetric mixed-strategy equilibria in cases where players perceive their

partners as the same type is motivated by additional considerations. One such moti-

17This is essentially O’Donoghue and Rabin’s (1999, 2001) solution concept, extended to a multi-agent
setting.

18This equilibrium selection rule can also be motivated by the fact that, for a player who believes their
partner is going to shirk, exerting effort at t = 1 is only a best-response if both players exert effort in the
subgame at t = 2 in which two tasks remain.
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vation stems from a property of our game (to be discussed at greater length in Section

6) by which it can be collapsed to a strategically-equivalent static game featuring the

payoff structure of a two-player “volunteers dilemma.”19 In the volunteers dilemma,

players choose whether or not to make a costly sacrifice to provide a public good —

such as witnesses to a crime-in-progress choosing whether or not to alert the police. A

key aspect of this game is that only one volunteer is needed, so the Pareto-dominant

Nash equilibrium involves free-riding from all but one player. Observations from the

laboratory and the field, however, reveal a surprisingly high-incidence of outcomes in

which no one volunteers to thwart the crime, which suggests that players often fail to

select this efficient pure-strategy equilibrium, opting for a mixed-strategy equilibrium

instead.20

Apart from the tractability- and empirically-based considerations mentioned above,

our focus on the unique, symmetric mixed-strategy equilibria for homogeneous teams

can also be justified on the grounds that the alternative is trivial and uninteresting. In

particular, if we assume that players can reliably select the asymmetric, pure-strategy

equilibrium — perhaps through some costless communication device — in which the

project is always completed without any excess effort expenditure, then the team

functions perfectly and there is no ‘problem’ in need of a solution. Furthermore, in

our framework, teams would always select this equilibrium regardless of their compo-

sition. Thus, the alternate selection rule would prevent us from using the framework

to consider the challenges that free-riding and procrastination — and of present bias

more generally — can pose to team functionality, while precluding the potential for

remedies through forms of behavioral diversity.21

2.3 Motivation and Efficiency

The first of two key questions the model will be used to answer is: how does a player’s

beliefs, µ, influence their behavior? Since all players are, in effect, identical at t = 2,

19Specifically, the t = 2 subgame with one task remaining is isomorphic to a static, two-player volunteer’s
dilemma and, given the unique and symmetric mixed-strategy equilibria is selected in this subgame, the
payoff structure for the t = 1 subgame is likewise equivalent to that of a volunteer’s dilemma.

20Darley and Latane (1968) provide early evidence of this well-known “bystander effect” leading to no-
volunteer outcomes, and show that the effect is actually exacerbated as the number of players increases. For
a review of such evidence and discussions of their theoretical implications, see Diekmann (1985, 1993) and
Franzen (1999).

21The results of our model would be qualitatively robust to a generalization in which players select asym-
metric pure-strategy equilibria and symmetric mixed-strategy equilibria with respective exogenous probabil-
ities 1− q and q for some q ∈ (0, 1). Since any two teams would generate the same outcome with probability
1 − q, the directions of our predictions would be preserved, while the expected magnitude of such effects
would be weighted by q.
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we will focus on how, at t = 1, µ determines a player’s “motivation” in the following

sense:

Definition A player is motivated (at t = 1) if their strategy is to exert effort. A

player is unmotivated if their strategy is to shirk. A player is neither motivated nor

unmotivated if their strategy is to mix.

Until we put more structure on µ, we will not be able to say much about a player’s

motivation. With that said, the following lemma holds universally, and will help us

prove and provide intuition for later results. All proofs are in the appendix.

Lemma 1 A player is motivated if they believes their partner is unmotivated, and

unmotivated if they believes their partner is motivated.

The second key question the model will be used to answer is: under what circum-

stances is a team efficient? Put differently, what types of players should be paired

together to ensure the first-best outcome? Again, we can only say so much at present,

but the following lemma will be helpful in proving and understanding later results

characterizing a team’s efficiency:

Lemma 2 A team is efficient (in that it always achieves a first-best equilibrium) if

and only if one player is motivated and the other player is unmotivated.

Thus, an efficient team is necessarily “diverse” with respect to players’ motivational

dispositions, but what this actually means in terms of players’ beliefs as captured by

µ and µ′ or in terms of the nature of their naivete and/or sophistication has yet to

be determined. Note, in this first-best equilibrium, one out of two players completes

a task at t = 1, and then both players complete a task at t = 2 so that the project

is successfully completed without overprovision of effort. Since both players must

behave differently at t = 1 to achieve this outcome, we can immediately establish the

following important implication of Lemma 2:

Corollary 1 Any team comprised of players with “symmetric” beliefs in that µ = µ′

is inefficient.

Although we still have a long way to go in determining what it takes for a team to

be efficient, Corollary 1 provides a helpful start by telling us that we can rule out any

team in which both players are of the same type. That is, for a team to be efficient,

players’ must have asymmetric beliefs in that µ 6= µ′.22

22Note here, that “symmetric” beliefs are not necessarily the same in the sense that both players agree
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3 Teams with (Fully) Naive Players

3.1 Reassessing Naive Preconceptions

The first category of players we consider are those who are “fully naive” in that they

do not anticipate their own present bias nor do they anticipate their partner’s present

bias. To distinguish them from other types of time-inconsistent types considered later,

each of these fully-naive players will simply be referred to as a naif, where we will

proceed for now under the assumption that both players are naifs in this sense.

The language used in our motivating definition of “naivete” above reflects a very

standard concept from existing models of present-biased discounting, but it will need

to be further refined in the current framework in which a player’s type will ultimately

be defined by their beliefs, µ, on which they base their decision of whether or not to

exert effort. Thus, to help formally capture what such naivete actually means in the

current framework, we specify that a naif’s preconception before each period is that

neither they nor their partner are present-biased and that this is common knowledge.

Put differently, prior beliefs — including all higher-order beliefs — regarding them

and their partner’s present bias factors are all equal to 1. However, at the beginning of

a period, a naif unexpectedly learns of their own present bias, so that their updated,

choice-relevant belief regarding their own present bias factor is µI(0) = β < 1. At

this point, the naif may then be compelled to reassess their other preconceptions,

but Bayes’ rule gives no guidance on how or whether their beliefs change because

this discovery of their own naivete is an event to which they previously assigned

zero probability.23 At the lowest degree, for example, a naif may wonder, “does my

partner know that I have a present bias” or “does my partner also have a present

bias?” and their answers to these questions determine µI(1) and µO(1), respectively.

Thus, for this case of a naive player, we can regard µ as their beliefs regarding

both players’ present biases (or lack thereof) following a possible reassessment of

their preconceptions. Since a naif’s preconceptions are that both players are time-

consistent and that this was common knowledge, if a belief µz(n), z ∈ {O, I} has not

on everything, while “asymmetric” beliefs are not necessarily different in the sense that players disagree on
something. Instead, symmetry is used to describe the case in which a player’s beliefs are a mirror-image of
their partner’s. That is, if you and I are partners, our beliefs are symmetric if I would describe my beliefs
(including higher order beliefs) in exactly the same way as you would describe yours. For example, if I
believe that you believe that I am present biased, then you too would say “I believe that you believe that
I am present biased,” except from my perspective this actually means that you believe that I believe that
you are present biased.

23While our extension to time-inconsistent preferences is novel, Ortoleva (2012) and Karni and Viero (2013)
axiomatically investigate non-Bayesian updating of this sort. See Section 5 for a more detailed discussion.
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been reassessed, then µz(n) = 1. If, however, the belief has been reassessed, we take

this to mean that µz(n) = β.24,25

Assumption 1 If a belief is not reassessed, corresponding higher-order beliefs are

also not reassessed: µz(n) = 1 implies µz(n+k) = 1, for any n, k ≥ 1 and z ∈ {O, I}.

Put differently, a higher-order belief can only be reassessed if its corresponding

lower-order beliefs have been reassessed — a property we refer to as sequential re-

assessment. The idea here is that, if discovering one’s own present bias doesn’t

prompt a naif to reassess a given preconceived belief, it is unlikely the naif would

have revisited whether or not their partner believes they reassessed this preconcep-

tion which wasn’t actually reassessed. Although we believe this to be a natural and

intuitively appealing restriction, Assumption 1 can also be relaxed significantly with

the main results intact (see Appendix A.16). Also see Section 5 for a discussion on

how sequential reassessment, as formalized here, can be motivated as an application

(and generalization) of level-k reasoning theories.

Let RO, RI ∈ {0, 1, . . .} denote the depths of outward and inward reassessments,

respectively. Formally, for z ∈ {O, I},

Rz =


0, if µz(n) = 1, for all n = 1, 2, . . .

n ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, if µz(m) = β if and only if m ≤ n

+∞, if µz(n) = β, for all n = 1, 2, . . .

(3)

Similar to our definitions of µ̃′ = (µ̃′O, µ̃
′
I) and of µ′ = (µ′O, µ

′
I), we also use R̃′O and

R̃′I to denote the player’s beliefs regarding the depths of their partner’s outward and

inward reassessments, respectively, and R′O and R′I to denote the true depths. We

can also observe, from our definition of µ̃′ along with equation (3), that R̃′O and R̃′I
are uniquely determined from RO and RI by:

R̃′O = RI , and R̃′I = max{RO − 1, 0}.
24The unexpected discovery of one’s own present bias β < 1 can be regarded as a paradigm shift where

the naif no longer implicitly assumes that everyone’s present bias factor is 1 (i.e. that everyone is time-
consistent), but is now confronted with the new knowledge that β is also a possible value for a present bias
factor, so that if µz(n) is reassessed, this means they have abandoned their corresponding preconception and
now assigns µz(n) = β.

25This simplifying (and, in our view, intuitively reasonable) assumption can be relaxed significantly without
compromising the main results. In particular, Appendix A.16 demonstrates that the model’s predictions
hold as long as the highest-degree reassessments in each “direction” (i.e. inward and outward) are on [β, 1).
For example, µO = (β, β, 1, 1, . . .) has the same implications for behavior as µO = (µO(1), µO(2), 1, 1, . . .),
as long as β ≤ µO(2) < 1 (and where µO(1) could be any value).
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We now introduce the following terminology to help us categorize naifs based on

the overall extent to which they reassess their preconceptions:

Definition Unlimited reassessment means RI = RO = +∞. Limited reassessment

means either RI < +∞ or RO < +∞ (or both). Zero reassessment, a special case of

limited reassessment, means RI = RO = 0.

Additionally, we can classify naifs for which reassessment is limited based on the

overall “direction” of their reassessments:

Definition A naif’s reassessment is strictly inward if RI > RO and strictly outward

if RO > RI . Accordingly, a naif’s reassessment is weakly inward if it is limited with

RI ≥ RO, and weakly outward if it is limited with RO ≥ RI . Colloquially, we may

think of a naif with inward reassessment as more ‘introspective,’ on balance, and a

naif with outward reassessment as more ‘extrospective.’

3.2 Results for Naifs

The first result of this section establishes necessary and sufficient conditions for a naif

to be motivated and to be unmotivated, based on the direction of their reassessments:

Proposition 1 A naif is motivated if and only if their reassessment is strictly out-

ward, and unmotivated if and only if their reassessment is weakly inward.

This results highlights the polar effects of ‘introspection’ and ‘extrospection’ — taken

here to mean inward and outward reassessment – on individual motivation. Namely,

introspection in this sense can only serve to demotivate a naif, while extrospection

can generate the motivation necessary to overcome procrastination.

Since a team is efficient if and only if one player is motivated and the other is

unmotivated (Lemma 2), we can establish the following corollary to Proposition 1.

Corollary 2 A team with two naifs is efficient if and only if one player’s reassessment

is weakly inward and the other player’s reassessment is strictly outward.

Thus, in a team with two naifs, efficiency requires a new and perhaps unusual form

of diversity whereby players must differ with respect to the overall direction with

which they reassess their naive preconceptions. Put differently, the team maximizes

its performance if one player is introspective and the other is extrospective.

The next two corollaries take stock of the most extreme types of naifs — extreme

in terms of the depths of their reassessments. In doing so, we will see how there can
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be both too little and too much collective reassessment of naive beliefs in a team with

two naifs.

Corollary 3 Nonzero reassessment is a necessary condition for a naif to be moti-

vated. Therefore, in a team with two naifs, nonzero reassessment by at least one

player is a necessary condition for efficiency.

Corollary 4 Under unlimited reassessment, a naif is neither motivated nor unmoti-

vated. Therefore, any team is inefficient if it includes a naif with unlimited reassess-

ment.

Taken together, Corollaries 3 and 4 indicate that a team of naifs can only be

efficient if some preconceptions are reassessed while other preconceptions are not

reassessed. Put differently, collective ‘under-thinking’ in a team can prevent efficient

outcomes — but so can collective ‘over-thinking.’

3.3 Outcomes with (Hypothetical) Time-Consistent Teammates

Next we compare teams with two naifs to teams with one or more time-consistent

players (TCs) who are not present-biased and also assumed to hold correct beliefs

regarding both players’ present biases (or lack thereof).26 These comparisons are

straightforward because, in computing naifs’ perception-perfect equilibrium strate-

gies, we first needed to characterize equilibrium behavior in hypothetical teams with

one or more TCs (as evident in the proof of Proposition 1). For example, a naif with

zero outward reassessment believes their partner is a TC and thus must ascertain how

a TC would behave in order to determine their perception-perfect best-response.

Corollary 5 A (hypothetical) team with one TC and one naif is efficient if and only

if the naif ’s reassessment is limited. With two TCs, the team is inefficient.

Hence, a team that lacks present bias is inherently inefficient, but this inefficiency

can be overcome by replacing one TC with a naif, as long as the naif’s reassessment

is not unlimited. This reliance on limited reassessment is noteworthy in part because

existing approaches to modeling naive present bias in multi-player games implicitly

26Relaxing this (standard) assumption may strengthen our main results. For example, suppose a team
includes a TC who believes, perhaps incorrectly, that their partner is also time-consistent (and that this
is common knowledge). Then the team must be inefficient because the TC will be neither motivated nor
unmotivated (as would also be the case with two TCs). Thus, if TCs were ‘unsophisticated,’ efficiency would
require two present-biased players, as opposed to the current formulation in which only one is needed (as
will be seen in Corollary 5).
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assume that naive reassessments are, in effect, unlimited — an assumption that would

conceal a naif’s potential value as a teammate in our setting. Also note, the capacity

of the mixed team to attain the first-best outcome does not depend on the direction

of the naif’s (limited) reassessment, although the direction does determine (in the

manner predicted by Proposition 1) which player gets to economize on their task

share by procrastinating at t = 1 and which player is on the hook for exerting effort

in both periods.27

4 Teams with Sophisticated Players (Partial and Full)

In this section, we relax our previous restriction that players are fully naive by al-

lowing for various forms of sophistication. As a starting point, we can consider a

standard, single-agent notion of sophistication as correctly anticipating one’s own

present bias prior to the present. However, for a variety of reasons, this notion will

have to be refined and expanded in the current framework. First, we will now want

to consider sophistication with respect to both one’s own and one’s partner’s present

bias. Second, we need to say something about higher-order beliefs to complete our

definitions. Thus, just as we would naturally conceive sophistication as it applies to

lowest-order beliefs, sophistication with respect to higher-order beliefs will mean that

such beliefs are correctly anticipated. Lastly, if a player’s prior beliefs are correct,

there is no reason to believe such beliefs will be reassessed. Therefore, in contrast to

our working conception of naivete, we do not need to separately consider a player’s

prior beliefs apart from their choice-relevant beliefs in defining sophistication. Conse-

quently, sophistication will simply mean that the associated beliefs — as represented

in µ — at the time choices are made are correct.

Formally, we define two forms of sophistication (and parallel forms of naivete) as

follows:

Definition

(i-a) A player is self-sophisticated if all of their (choice-relevant) beliefs regarding their

own present bias are correct: µI(n) = µ̃′O(n) = µ′O(n), for all n = 1, 2, . . ..

(i-b) A player is other-sophisticated if all of their beliefs regarding their partner’s

27For the case of a team with one TC and one fully-sophisticated present-biased player (we will elabo-
rate on sophisticated players in the next section), our equilibrium selection rules do not pin down a unique
equilibrium — both efficient and inefficient equilibria are possible. For a team with two fully-sophisticated
time-inconsistent players for whom it is common knowledge that both players are present-biased the equilib-
rium is identical to the equilibrium for a team with two naifs who both have unlimited reassessment. Hence,
in addition to present bias, some naivete is needed in a team to guarantee efficiency.
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present bias are correct: µO(n) = µ̃′I(n− 1) = µ′I(n− 1), for all n = 1, 2, . . . .

(ii-a) A player is self-naive if their preconception is that they are not present-biased

and that this is common knowledge.

(ii-b) A player is other-naive if their preconception is that their partner is not present-

biased and that this is common knowledge.

We can observe that the naifs we considered in Section 3 were both self-naive and

other-naive (i.e. “fully naive,” as we called them). Using our new terminology, we

can now define different types of players, with some level of sophistication, as follows:

Definition

(i) A self-sophisticate is a player who is self-sophisticated, but other-naive.

(ii) An other-sophisticate is a player who is other-sophisticated, but self-naive.

(iii) A full-sophisticate is a player who is self-sophisticated and other-sophisticated.

At this point, it might be worthwhile to highlight some asymmetries inherent in

both sets of definitions provided above. To start, in the first set of definitions (the

adjectives), we see that the two forms of sophistication (i-a and i-b) refer to properties

of a player’s choice-relevant beliefs, µ = (µO, µI), while the two forms of naivete (ii-a

and ii-b) only refer to a player’s preconceptions while leaving open how their choice-

relevant beliefs might look. This difference stems directly from the feature of our setup

mentioned above that preconceptions are only relevant with regards to naive beliefs.

Furthermore, in light of what actually causes reassessments of naive preconceptions,

this difference also gives rise to other asymmetries pertaining to how the various

types of players introduced in the second set of definitions (the nouns) arrive at their

decisions. In particular, an other-sophisticate may reassess their naive (in this case,

inward) preconceptions in the manner described in Section 3, yet a self-sophisticate

will never reassess their naive (outward) preconceptions.

To understand why other-sophisticates — but not self-sophisticates — may reassess

their naive preconceptions, recall from Section 3 that a specific event served as a

necessary trigger for such reassessments: namely, the unexpected discovery of one’s

own present bias. Thus, since an other-sophisticate is self-naive, this trigger will still

exist for such players. However, since a self-sophisticate correctly anticipates their

own present bias, they are never confronted with any new information to challenge

their other-naivete so that there will never be an impetus to reassess their naive

outward beliefs.

Therefore, like the naif considered in Section 3, only the other-sophisticate finds
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herself unexpectedly questioning their preconceptions immediately prior to their effort

choice at t = 1, while the self-sophisticate’s subjective experience is quite different

in that, like the full-sophisticate, they carry on without ever questioning (or having

reason to question) what they previously thought to be true. As we will see, these

different “experiences,” so to speak, give rise to equilibrium behaviors that are not

simple reflections of one another, and in our formal results, it will therefore often

be practical to consider these two types of partial sophisticates separately (as we do

below):

Proposition 2 A self-sophisticate is unmotivated, regardless of their partner’s type.

Hence, a partially sophisticated player who is self-sophisticated but other-naive

always procrastinates in the sense that they never exerts effort to complete a task

before the final period. Furthermore, as will be fully apparent by the end of this

section, when we categorize types solely by their status as naive or sophisticated with

respect to both one’s own and one’s partner’s present biases, the self-sophisticate is

the only type of player for whom procrastination of this sort can always be expected.

Put differently, naifs, other-sophisticates, and full-sophisticates can all be motivated

in at least some circumstances — but self-sophisticates are never motivated.

We can understand the intuition for Proposition 2 by first noting that the self-

sophisticate never reassesses their outward beliefs — i.e., µO = (1, 1, 1, . . .) — so

that their full set of beliefs will ultimately resemble that of a naif, as considered

in Section 3, for whom reassessed preconceptions are necessarily inward (although

possibly weakly). In turn, just as we saw in Proposition 1 for a naif with weakly

inward reassessments, this self-sophisticate is always unmotivated.

This next result considers the more complicated case of an other-sophisticate:

Proposition 3

(i) Under finite inward reassessment (RI < ∞), an other-sophisticate is motivated

if and only if one of the following is true: (a) their partner is self-sophisticated (i.e.

either a self-sophisticate or a full-sophisticate), or (b) their inward reassessment is

weakly shallower than their partner’s inward reassessment (RI ≤ R′I).

(ii) Under infinite inward reassessment, an other-sophisticate is never motivated.

To understand why an other-sophisticate is motivated with a self-sophisticated

partner (i-a), first note that in such cases both players have the same, correct beliefs

regarding the partner’s present bias, which implies that it truly is common knowl-

edge that the partner is present biased: µO = µ̃′I = µ′I = (β, β, β, . . .). Therefore,
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the other-sophisticate’s outward beliefs end up looking like those of an other-naive

player with infinite outward reassessment, so that with finite inward reassessment,

the other-sophisticate’s full set of beliefs resemble that of a strictly outward naif who

is always motivated according to Proposition 1. The other-sophisticate is similarly

motivated if their inward reassessment is weakly shallower than that of their partner

(i-b) because their partner’s inward reassessment determines the effective depth of

their own sophisticated outward beliefs from µO(n) = µ′I(n − 1), n = 1, 2, . . .. As

a result, the other-sophisticate’s beliefs would again be outward on balance, making

their motivated in the same vein as the strictly outward naif. In contrast, an other-

sophisticate is never motivated under infinite reassessment for the same reasons that

the naif in Proposition 1 was never motivated when RI =∞. In particular, under in-

finite reassessment, an other-sophisticate believes it is common knowledge that both

players are present-biased and therefore mixes under the (possibly false) assumption

that their partner has identical beliefs and will therefore mix as well.

Proposition 4 A full-sophisticate is motivated if and only if their partner is unmo-

tivated, and is unmotivated if and only if their partner is motivated.

Hence, a full-sophisticate’s motivational status is optimal in the sense that it will

be the opposite of their partner’s, so that their perception-perfect strategy is indeed

the true best-response. This prediction is not too surprising since all of the full-

sophisticate’s beliefs are necessarily correct. However, as we will soon see, if the

full-sophisticate’s partner is neither motivated nor unmotivated (as would be the case

if their partner was also a full-sophisticate), the situation is less promising from an

efficiency perspective.

Proposition 5 A team comprised of two sophisticates with asymmetric beliefs (i.e.

µ 6= µ′) is efficient, unless one player is an other-sophisticate with infinite inward

reassessment and the other player is a self-sophisticate.

One key implication of Proposition 5 is that with (at least partially) sophisticated

players, pairing different types is almost enough to guarantee efficiency, since there is

only one special case in which efficiency is not guaranteed. The lesson here, it may

seem, is that similarity promotes inefficient outcomes while dissimilarity promotes

efficient outcomes. However, this generalization is problematic in light of our one

exception to the rule. That is, a team will be inefficient if it is comprised of the

two types of sophisticates who are (arguably) as dissimilar as possible. In particular,
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one player in this inefficient team is self-naive, other-sophisticated, and has infinite

reassessment of their naive beliefs, while the other player is the opposite in each

regard: other-naive, self-sophisticated, and by way of being self-sophisticated (and

thus having no impetus to revisit their preconceptions), has zero reassessment of

their naive beliefs.

Another apparent lesson of Proposition 5 is that sophistication is good because,

along with asymmetric beliefs, sophisticated players almost always achieve the first-

best outcome. However, such a generalization would also have a major hole because

too much sophistication can be an obstacle to efficiency:

Proposition 6 A team with a full-sophisticate is inefficient if and only if the other

player is either a full-sophisticate as well or has reassessed beliefs that are identical

to those of a full-sophisticate.

Thus, pairing two full-sophisticates will never be efficient. Moreover, pairing a full-

sophisticate with a naive (at least partially) player whose reassessed beliefs happen

to coincide exactly with what a full-sophisticate would have believed all along will

also be inefficient. With that said, pairing a full-sophisticate with anyone else —

equivalently, any potential partner for whom µ′ 6= µ — does guarantee efficiency.

While the above result implicitly characterizes the efficiency of a team in which the

(in this case, full) sophisticate’s partner is either a naif or another type of sophisticate,

we have yet to consider the efficiency of teams that consist of one partial sophisticate

along with a naif. The next two results fill this gap:

Proposition 7 A team with one self-sophisticate and one naif is efficient if and only

if the naif ’s reassessment is strictly outward.

As we’ve learned so far, self-sophisticates are always unmotivated while naifs are

motivated only if their reassessments are strictly outward; thus, such strictly outward

reassessment by the naif is necessary and sufficient for efficiency in a team comprised

of one of each type.

Proposition 8 Consider a team with an other-sophisticate and a naif.

(i) If the naif ’s reassessment is weakly inward, the team is efficient if and only if the

other-sophisticate’s inward reassessment is weakly shallower than that of the naif.

(ii) If the naif ’s reassessment is strictly outward, the team is efficient if and only if

the other-sophisticate’s inward reassessment is strictly deeper than that of the naif.
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This result is perhaps best understood if we interpret it while referring back to

Proposition 3, which characterized the individual strategies that an other-sophisticate

may employ. In particular, part (i-b) of Proposition 3 established that an other-

sophisticate is motivated if their inward reassessment is weakly shallower than their

partner’s. Part (i) of the current result then follows because a weakly inward naif is

unmotivated, so that the other-sophisticate must be motivated to ensure efficiency.

Part (ii) similarly follows because a strictly outward naif is motivated, so that the

other-sophisticate must be unmotivated for the team to be efficient.

5 Implications for Non-Bayesian Updating of Null Events

As mentioned earlier, our theory links established models of present-biased discount-

ing to the recently-revived theoretical interest in non-Bayesian updating in response

to zero-probability events (Ortoleva, 2012; Karni and Viero, 2013).28 We feel it is

quite natural to bridge this gap since the standard model of fully-naive present bias

implicitly assumes that agents can assign zero-probability to events that may actually

occur, thus providing a well-grounded point of entry into the realm of non-Bayesian

updating.

Besides the new application to present bias, our model formalizes a novel “se-

quential reassessment” approach to Non-Bayesian updating in which an agent only

updates their prior beliefs about some parameter up to some threshold order (between

zero and infinity) so that higher-order beliefs above this threshold are not updated.

In addition to its tractability, we believe sequential reassessment is appealing be-

cause it captures a realistic aspect of human cognition in that lower-order beliefs are

more easily and naturally contemplated than higher-order beliefs.29 For example, it

is highly unlikely that you would stop to wonder whether or not I believe that you

believe that I am ambidextrous without wondering whether I am ambidextrous in

28Also see Blume et al.’s (1991) and Myerson’s (1986) earlier extensions of subjective expected utility
theory to address updating in response to null events.

29The tractability of our approach is greatly facilitated by our simplifying assumption that players are
absolutely certain (one way or another) regarding each of their beliefs. This assumption is carried over from
canonical, single-agent models of naive present bias — and also exists in models of partially naive present
bias, in which the agent anticipates a present bias but underestimate its severity (O’Donoghue and Rabin,
2001). Formally, partial naivete in this sense means the agent is ‘positive’ their future present bias will be
β̂ ∈ (β, 1). Sequential reassessment would also be amenable to the analysis of this type of player because
confronting the true present bias, β < β̂, still represents the realization of a zero-probability event. While
probabilistic beliefs regarding one’s present bias could be another reasonable approach to modeling partial
naivete, it would not provide a natural entry point for sequential reassessment in response to null events
(assuming the agent assigns a nonzero probability to the true present bias factor).
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the first place. Moreover, by allowing unequal inward and outward reassessments,

sequential reassessment can speak to individual variation in ‘dispositions’ of social

cognition — some people may be more introspective and others more extrospective

— while allowing for variation in the depths of reassessments fits with the idea that

some of us may be more inclined to question our preconceived notions than others.

Sequential reassessment can also be regarded as a new application of level-k rea-

soning models to the domains of time-inconsistent preferences and of non-Bayesian

updating in response to null events.30 Level-k reasoning models are founded on the

premise that, in many cases, standard equilibrium concepts rely on implausible as-

sumptions about humans’ reasoning capacities and that a more realistic characteriza-

tion of how people actually think in strategic environments is needed. Formally, these

models assume that players’ beliefs (and strategies) are anchored to some naive prior

held by a “level-0” player such that a level-1 player best-responds to the strategy of

a level-0 player, a level-2 player best-responds to a level-1 player, and so on. Under

finite sequential reassessment, naifs similarly believe they are one step ahead of this

partner (in each direction) and best-respond accordingly. For example, suppose Alice

is a naif with RO =RI = 1 (i.e. Alice believes that Bob knows she is present-biased

and that Bob is present-biased too, but maintains all other preconceptions). Then

Alice best-responds under the belief that Bob has only engaged in one degree of out-

ward reassessment: R̃′O = 1 and R̃′I = 0, falling one degree short of what she would

perceive as the correct beliefs from Bob’s vantage point (R′O = 2 and R′I = 1). More

generally, sequential reassessment can be mapped to level-k reasoning, where a naif’s

level is given by k = max{2RI + 1, 2RO}, and where level-0 represents a hypothetical

time-consistent player who believes it is common knowledge that neither player is

present-biased.31 Indeed, real-life players in normal form games do appear to exhibit

a limited depth of reasoning, as many empirical and experimental studies show that

level-k reasoning often out-predicts models based on standard equilibrium concepts

(for a review, see Crawford et al., 2013).

30See Nagel (1995), Stahl and Wilson (1995), Costa-Gomes et al. (2001), Costa-Gomes and Crawford
(2006), and the closely-related ‘Cognitive Hierarchy’ model of Camerer et al. (2004).

31In our setting, two players with different beliefs can be on the same level. For instance, suppose Alice
Y’s reassessment is as described above with RO = RI = 1 and Alice Z’s reassessment depths are RO = 0
and RI = 1. Then both Alices are level-3 players best-responding to what they perceive as level-2 opponents
(Bob Y and Bob Z) who themselves are under the false impression that they are best-responding to a level-1
opponent, who in turn is best-responding to the level-0 time-consistent type. The subtle distinction here is
that Alice Y believes that Bob Y is present-biased with reassessment depths R′O = 1 and R′I = 0 while Alice
Z believes that Bob Z is not present-biased yet, oddly enough, has the same nonzero outward reassessment
R′O = 1 that Alice Y perceives in Bob Y.
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As we alluded to above, sequential reassessment represents a distinct approach

for modeling non-Bayesian reactions to null events in relation to recently-proposed

axiomatic decision theories that address this topic. In Ortoleva’s (2012) “hypothesis

testing” model, the realization of a null state prompts the agent to discard their pri-

ors in favor of a different set of priors. Unlike sequential reassessment, this approach

relies on a pre-existing set of hypotheses (prior over priors) from which to draw. In

Karni and Viero’s (2013) “reverse Bayesianism” model, the discovery of a previously-

unconceived possibility (i.e., a consequence, act, or consequence-act link) leads the

agent to form posterior beliefs on those that were previously-conceived by proportion-

ately reducing the associated priors while remaining agnostic to the magnitude of the

posterior for the newly-discovered possibility. This approach rules out a key prop-

erty of sequential reassessment by which it allows for, and derives important results

from, the possibility that some priors are reassessed while others or not. If we were

to limit our types to those satisfying proportional reassessment of non-contradicted

priors, the naif in Section 3 would either engage in zero or unlimited reassessment,

thus precluding, for example, the strictly outward reassessment that was necessary to

motivate a naif and also to achieve efficiency in a team with two naifs (see Proposition

1 and Corollary 2).

We believe that updating in response to null events may follow a variety of ap-

proaches and that sequential reassessment may be more or less viable than the others

depending on the situation. With that said, we also believe that sequential reassess-

ment is the most reasonable for the situation we consider. To start, the other ap-

proaches are ideally-suited to situations in which agents respond to noisy signals

about a ‘state’ (broadly speaking) by forming new beliefs regarding the likelihoods of

other, mutually-exclusive elements of the state space. Agents in our setting, however,

face a different problem: after learning the true value about a private parameter, they

are left to form beliefs regarding the private value of their partner’s parameter and

all higher-order (and naturally sequenced) beliefs thereof.

Besides these technical considerations, the hypothesis testing and reverse-Bayesianism

models are probably better suited for modeling more perceptive agents than those

considered here. Namely, these approaches implicitly require a capacity for learning

that naively present-biased agents are commonly understood to lack. A naif, as stan-

dardly conceived in single-agent models, unexpectedly confronts their present bias in

every period, but carries on treating their inevitable future present bias as a zero-

probability event. In the hypothesis testing and reverse-Bayesianism models, however,
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agents will not form posterior beliefs that have already been contradicted. Related to

this, this naif holds (by definition) a false assumption, devoid of any doubt, regarding

a parameter that would in principle be known if it weren’t for a lack of sophistica-

tion. Sequential reassessment is uniquely in keeping with this self-assured concept of

naivete as it renders posterior beliefs that are not necessarily correct, yet nonetheless

held with certainty, while the hypothesis testing and reverse-Bayesianism models may

better describe probabilistic beliefs held by less oblivious agents regarding invariably

uncertain states.

6 Relation to a Static Volunteer’s Dilemma with Self-Image

Biases

Although we believe it to be the most natural and well-grounded motivation, our

analysis of naive present bias in a dynamic collaboration game could be regarded as

one of multiple candidate motivations for a less-specific approach in which players may

confront false preconceptions regarding some generic payoff parameter. Moreover, by

constructing a game in which we could effectively confine our analysis to the t = 1

decision, the framework can, in essence, be collapsed to a static game in which a

generic ‘payoff naivete’ can be analyzed devoid of dynamic considerations.32 To see

this, consider the ‘ex-ante’ game with the payoff structure given at left below, for

some φ̄ ∈ (0, 1). Here, player 1 is certain that this payoff structure is common

knowledge, but when called to select an action, suddenly learns that their payoff in

the bottom-left cell is higher than they initially expected, φ > φ̄, giving rise to the

payoff structure on the right:
a b a b

a

b

(0, 0) (0, φ̄)

(φ̄, 0) (−1,−1)
−→

a

b

(0, 0) (0, φ′)

(φ, 0) (−1,−1)

Ex-Ante Action Selection

The parameter φ̄ in the top-right cell has also been replaced, in this case by φ′,

reflecting the possibility that learning about φ may compel player 1 to revisit their
32The collapsibility of our base model largely stems from our efforts to make it as simple as possible,

avoiding any extraneous generalizations that aren’t already in standard models of present bias. Accordingly,
this feature would not be preserved in many natural extensions of the base model, thus necessitating a
dynamic formulation with present bias. A few examples of extensions or modifications that might be worth
considering include: eliminating deadlines, modeling non-Bayesian learning between periods in response
to an inconceivable action by one’s partner (see Footnote 16), exploring other dynamic games (such as a
repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma), considering teams of different sizes, and simultaneously varying the deadline
length along with the total task requirements.
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prior assumption regarding player 2’s corresponding parameter, now labeled as φ′.

If we presume player 1 only entertains two possibilities, φ′ = φ and φ′ = φ̄, and

similarly restrict the space for all higher-order beliefs regarding φ and φ′ to {φ, φ̄},
then it is straightforward to show that, for φ̄ = c

1−2c and φ = c
β(1−c)−c , their problem

is strategically-equivalent to the t = 1 subgame faced by the present-biased naif in

Section 3.

The static game described here can be interpreted as a two-player “volunteer’s

dilemma.” In particular, action a — the analog to exerting effort at t = 1 in our

dynamic game — represents a choice to volunteer to perform a costly task that

generates a public good (and only requires one volunteer to do so). A common

illustration of the volunteer’s dilemma is a situation with multiple witnesses to a

crime-in-progress. If at least one witness volunteers to alert the police, the crime will

be thwarted, but if no one volunteers, the criminal will succeed to the detriment of

the public interest.

In this story, the ‘action selection’ payoff matrix would represent a scenario in

which player 1 discovers a higher-than-anticipated payoff from not volunteering in

the event that player 2 volunteers. As it arises here, it may not be obvious how

to interpret ‘payoff naivete,’ but one possible interpretation relates to biases in the

maintenance of a positive self-image. To illustrate, suppose players derive utility

from a positive self-image — i.e. a view of oneself as a ‘socially responsible’ person

— that can be harmed by ‘socially irresponsible’ actions, which in this setting means

choosing b (not volunteering). A ‘naif’ here initially believes there is an intrinsic

cost from choosing b, but unexpectedly discovers a capacity to reconcile such socially

irresponsible behavior with a positive self-image in the event that it does no harm

(i.e., as long as their partner volunteers). Thus, “getting away” with not volunteering

would not entail the intrinsic self-image cost, making the associated (net) payoff higher

than anticipated: φ > φ̄.33 A revelation of this sort may be interpreted as a temporary

lowering of one’s personal ethical standards to permit a ‘one-time’ exemption, where

naivete may allow such dynamically inconsistent perceptions to persist.

The interpretation of the ‘naive volunteer’s dilemma’ outlined above can be un-

derstood in terms of established psychological concepts, some of which have appeared

in economic theory. The idea that prosocial behavior is incentivized by a preference

to maintain a positive self-image is at the heart of Brekke et al.’s (2003) “moral

33We presume that the self-image cost is implicitly reflected in the ex-ante payoff matrix, with the net
utility associated with socially responsible behavior normalized to 0.
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motivation” model, while the broader notion that a lower self-image carries a hedo-

nic cost is inherent in some theories of overconfidence (Benabou and Tirole, 2002;

Koszegi, 2006). In turn, applications of Liberman and Trope’s (1998, 2003) temporal

construal theory to ethical behavior demonstrate a human tendency to judge one’s

own future (hypothetical) transgressions in terms of rigid ethical principles, while

situation-specific considerations can soften perceptions of present behavior (Eyal et

al., 2008; Tenbrunsel et al., 2010).34

If we re-interpret the formal predictions of our (originally-conceived) dynamic col-

laboration model through the lens of this ‘naive volunteer’s dilemma,’ it suggests

that a positively-biased self-image, broadly speaking, can enhance collective effi-

ciency. In a somewhat similar vein, Gervais and Goldstein (2007) show that posi-

tive self-perception biases, taken here to mean overestimating one’s marginal return

to effort, can mitigate free-riding and coordination failure in firms, while Benabou

(2013) demonstrates that “wishful thinking” (i.e. ignoring bad news regarding a

project’s value) can also promote better outcomes and mitigate free-riding by boost-

ing group morale. While these results present a similar flavor to our own, they rely

on a positively-biased self-image to inflate the perceived payoff of socially responsible

behavior. In contrast, our approach shows how a positively-biased self-image can,

perhaps paradoxically, promote socially responsible behavior (leading to socially ef-

ficient outcomes) even when the bias increases the perceived payoff associated with

socially irresponsible behavior.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper presented a model of collaboration among present-biased players, each of

whom may be fully-naive, fully-sophisticated, or a hybrid thereof, i.e. self-sophisticated

regarding their own present bias yet other-naive regarding their partner’s (or vice

versa). Importantly, we allowed for variation in the “depths” and “directions” with

which naive preconceptions (including higher-order beliefs) are reassessed when play-

ers confront their own present bias. In doing so, we avoided ad-hoc assumptions on

34Tenbrunsel et al. elaborate on this tendency, describing how transient influences can guide unethical
behaviors that were overlooked in past predictions of current behavior and will also be overlooked in fu-
ture recollections of current behavior, where selective memory, post-hoc justifications, and shifting ethical
standards are subconsciously deployed to help sustain this so-called “ethical mirage.” Rotela and Richeson
(2013) document how selectively forgetting past wrongdoings can also serve to inflate one’s perceptions of
other in-group members, providing a potential basis for ‘other-naivete’ among players who share a common
identity.
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how naive beliefs are updated in a realm where Bayes’ rule does not apply, while

also identifying new behavioral elements that, according to our model, turn out to be

crucial determinants of individual motivation and team efficiency.

To highlight one example, we showed that a team with two fully-naive players

will be efficient, as long as the team is diverse with respect to the directions of

players’ reassessments. One noteworthy aspect of this prediction is that it shows how

present-bias and naivete can enable efficient outcomes in a setting where a team with

two time-consistent players (and also a team with two fully-sophisticated present-

biased players) would be inefficient. Moreover, in achieving this efficient outcome,

the ‘extrospective’ naif with outward reassessment is motivated to exert effort at

the beginning of the project, while a time-consistent player would procrastinate with

some positive probability. Since present-bias — particularly naive present bias — is

known to make an agent prone to severe procrastination on individual projects, this

heightened motivation to complete a task early in a team setting reveals a different

‘side’ of the oft-maligned naively present-biased agent.

Overall, we offer a distinct approach to diversity and team functionality that em-

braces the incentive issues (and related coordination issues) highlighted in the eco-

nomics literature along with the notion that a key instrument to ensure efficiency

within a team can be its composition. Our broad conclusion is that diversity among

agents in their ‘behavioral dispositions’ can often be efficiency enhancing. With that

said, our model also points to the potential value of moderation in this sense, as

maximizing diversity on multiple dimensions may backfire — as we saw when pairing

opposite types of partial sophisticates who also represent opposites in the depths with

which they reassess their naive preconceptions.

A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

If a player believes their partner is unmotivated, the expected value of shirking is 0

and the expected value of effort is −c + β(1 − c) > 0. Therefore the player (who

believes their partner is unmotivated) is motivated. If a player believes their partner

is motivated, the expected value of shirking is β(1 − c) and the expected value of

effort is −c+ β(1− c) < β(1− c). Therefore the player (who believes their partner is

motivated) is unmotivated. �
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A.2 Proof of Lemma 2

If the team completes more than three tasks, there is inefficient overprovision of effort.

If the team completes less than three tasks, there is underprovision as the team fails

to complete the project. Therefore, the team must complete three tasks in any first-

best equilibrium. If the team completes zero tasks at t = 1 (i.e. both players shirk),

this three-task outcome is impossible. If the team completes two tasks at t = 1 (i.e.

both players exert effort), then both players mix at t = 2; therefore, in this case, the

inefficient two-task and four-task outcomes, as well as the efficient three-task outcome

all have a nonzero probability of occurring, so that the first-best is not assured. If

the team completes one task at t = 1 (i.e. one player shirks and the other exerts

effort), both players exert effort at t = 2, so that the three-task outcome is attained.

It is assured that the team will complete one task at t = 1 if and only if one player is

motivated and the other is unmotivated. Therefore, the team is efficient if and only

if one player is motivated and the other player is unmotivated. �

A.3 Proof of Corollary 1

Since behavior is uniquely determined by µ, if µ′ = µ, the players described by these

beliefs must be the same with respect to their status as motivated, unmotivated, or

neither. Therefore, from Lemma 2, such a team must be inefficient. �

A.4 Proof of Proposition 1

We first proceed by induction. In particular, we need to establish the following:

(i) Under zero reassessment, a naif is unmotivated

(ii) Take any n = 0, 1, . . .. If a naif with RO = m and RI = n is unmotivated for

any m = 0, 1, . . . , n, then a naif with RO = n + 1 and RI = m is motivated for

any m = 0, 1, . . . , n.

(iii) Take any n = 1, . . .. If a naif with RO = n and RI = m is motivated for any

m = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, then a naif with RO = m′ and RI = n is unmotivated for

any m′ = 0, 1, . . . , n.

Proof of (i). Under zero reassessment, a naif believes their partner is a time-

consistent player who believes that his partner (i.e. the naif herself) is also time-

consistent and that this is all mutual information. A hypothetical time-consistent
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player who believes he is paired with an identical player mixes, exerting effort with

probability 1− c
1−c (see Section 2.2). Therefore, the naif’s perceived expected values

of exerting effort and of shirking are −c+β(1− c) and
(
1− c

1−c

)
β(1− c) = β(1−2c),

respectively. Since β(1 − 2c) > −c + β(1 − c), the naif is unmotivated under zero

reassessment.

Proof of (ii). For a naif with RO = n + 1 and RI = m, we have that R̃′O = m

and R̃′I = n. Given m ≤ n, this naif thus believes their partner is unmotivated, by

assumption. From Lemma 1, the naif with RO = n+ 1 and RI = m — and therefore

with strictly outward reassessment — is motivated.

Proof of (iii). For a naif with RO = m and RI = n, we have that R̃′O = n

and R̃′I = m − 1, provided m ≥ 1. Given m ≤ n, this naif thus believes their

partner is motivated, by assumption. From Lemma 1, the naif with RO = m ≥ 1 and

RI = n−1 — and therefore with weakly inward reassessment — is unmotivated. Now

if m = 0, the naif with RO = m and RI = n believes their partner is a time-consistent

player where R̃′O = n and R̃′I = 0 (although a hypothetical time-consistent player’s

beliefs would presumably not be based on reassessments triggered by unexpectedly

discovering one’s present bias, as they are for a naif, RO and RI can be defined from

µ in the exact same way). Now we know that a naif with RO = n and RI = 0

is motivated, by assumption. Therefore, if p is the probability that this naif with

RO = n and RI = 0 believes their partner will exert effort, −c+β(1− c) > pβ(1− c).
Adding (1− β)(1− c) to both sides, we get 1− 2c > (pβ + (1− β))(1− c) ≥ p(1− c).
Noting that, to the hypothetical time-consistent player with RO = n and RI = 0, the

perceived expected values of exerting effort and of shirking are 1 − 2c and p(1 − c),
respectively, this type of (hypothetical) player is motivated. Thus, from Lemma 1,

the naif who believes their partner is of this type is unmotivated.

Together, parts (i), (ii), and (iii) prove that a naif is motivated under strictly

outward reassessment and unmotivated under weakly inward reassessment. Now a

naif whose reassessment is neither strictly outward or weakly inward has unlimited

reassessment, and under unlimited reassessment, a naif believes their partner is of the

same type and thus mixes with probability 1− c
β(1−c) (see Section 2.2). Therefore, by

process of elimination, a strictly outward reassessment is not only sufficient, but also

necessary for a naif to be motivated, and a weakly inward reassessment is likewise

not only sufficient, but also necessary for a naif to be unmotivated. �
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A.5 Proof of Corollary 2

From Proposition 1, we know that a team consists of one motivated player and one

unmotivated player if and only if one player’s reassessment is weakly inward, the

other player’s reassessment is strictly outward, and both players’ reassessments are

limited. From Lemma 2, we know that being comprised of such players is necessary

and sufficient condition for the team to be efficient. �

A.6 Proof of Corollary 3

From Proposition 1, we know that a naif is motivated if and only if RO > RI .

Therefore a naif must have nonzero reassessment with RO > 0 to be motivated.

Nonzero reassessment by at least one player is thus necessary for efficiency because,

from Lemma 2, we know that a team must have one motivated player to be efficient.

�

A.7 Proof of Corollary 4

The assertion that a naif is neither motivated nor unmotivated under unlimited re-

assessment is a direct implication of Proposition 1 (the mixing behavior of such players

is addressed in Proposition 1’s proof). From Lemma 2, we know that any player on

an efficient team must either be motivated or unmotivated. Therefore a team that

includes a naif with unlimited reassessment must be inefficient. �

A.8 Proof of Corollary 5

First note that Proposition 1 still applies for a naif with a time-consistent partner

because a naif’s status as motivated or unmotivated (or neither) does not depend on

who their partner actually is. Next, since a time-consistent player’s beliefs are correct,

Lemma 1 implies that the time-consistent player will be motivated (unmotivated) if

their fully-naive partner is in fact unmotivated (motivated). In turn, from Proposition

1 and Lemma 2, we get the desired result for the “mixed” team. As for the case of two

time-consistent teammates, this team must be inefficient in light of Lemma 2 because

these teammates must be the same with respect to their motivational statuses. �
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A.9 Proof of Proposition 2

Since a self-sophisticate does not reassess their naive outward beliefs, we know that

µO(n) = 1 for all n = 1, 2, . . .. Therefore, for any µI , the self-sophisticate’s beliefs are

effectively weakly inward, and they are therefore unmotivated. �

A.10 Proof of Proposition 3

We first consider the case of finite inward reassessment. Now the other-sophisticate’s

partner must be one of the following: a full-sophisticate, a self-sophisticate, an other-

sophisticate, or a naif.

If the partner is self-sophisticated (i.e. a full-sophisticate or a self-sophisticate), we

must have that µO(n) = µ′I(n) = β for all n = 1, 2, . . .. Since the other-sophisticate’s

inward reassessment is finite, µI(n) = β if and only if n < k for some finite k ≥ 0 (and

µI(n) = 1 for all n ≥ k). Therefore, the other-sophisticate’s beliefs are effectively

strictly outward, and thus the other-sophisticate is motivated if their partner is self-

sophisticated.

If the other-sophisticate’s partner is self-naive (i.e. an other-sophisticate or a naif),

then µO(n) = β if and only if n ≤ R′I + 1. If the other-sophisticate’s inward beliefs

are weakly shallower than their partner’s, i.e. RI ≤ R′I , then µI(n) = β if and

only if n ≤ RI with RI < R′I + 1. Therefore, if RI ≤ R′I , the other-sophisticate’s

beliefs are effectively strictly outward and thus the other-sophisticate is motivated.

If RI > R′I , however, then µI(n) = β if and only if n ≤ RI with RI ≥ R′I + 1. Thus,

if RI > R′I , the other-sophisticate’s beliefs are effectively weakly inward and thus the

other-sophisticate is unmotivated.

Next we consider infinite inward reassessment by the other-sophisticate, i.e. µI(n) =

β for all n = 1, 2, . . .. If µO 6= µI , then the other-sophisticate’s beliefs must be effec-

tively strictly inward, in which case they are unmotivated. If µO = µI , then µ = µ̃′,

i.e. they believe their partner is of the same type. Thus, the other-sophisticate in

this case is neither motivated nor unmotivated. �

A.11 Proof of Proposition 4

For a full-sophisticate, µ̃′ = µ′. Thus, since any player’s motivation status is fully

determined by their beliefs, the full-sophisticate believes their partner is motivated if

and only if their partner truly is motivated (and similar if their partner is unmoti-

vated). Therefore, from Lemma 1, we get our result. �
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A.12 Proof of Proposition 5

First note that, if one player is an other-sophisticate with infinite inward reassessment

and the other player is a self-sophisticate, then we know from Proposition 3 that the

former player is not motivated and from Proposition 2 that the latter player is also

not motivated. Therefore, in light of Lemma 2, such a team is inefficient.

To show that alternate compositions are efficient, there are four potential cases to

consider:

(a) Both players are other-sophisticates with RI 6= R′I . Since both players are

other-sophisticates, we know that µO(n) = β if and only if n ≤ R′I + 1 and µ′O(n) = β

if and only if n ≤ RI + 1. Now take RI > R′I , without loss of generality. In this

case, µI(n) = β if and only if n ≤ RI with RI ≥ R′I + 1. Therefore, the beliefs given

by µ are effectively weakly inward, and thus this player is unmotivated. Meanwhile,

µ′I(n) = β if and only if n ≤ R′I with R′I < RI + 1. Thus, the beliefs given by µ′ are

effectively strictly outward, and thus the partner is motivated. Consequently, from

Lemma 2, this team is efficient.

(b) One player is an other-sophisticate and the other player is a full-sophisticate.

Expressing our notation from the other-sophisticate’s perspective (without loss of

generality), first note that µO(n) = µ′I(n) = β for all n = 1, 2, . . .. Next, since beliefs

are not symmetric, we must have that µI 6= µ′I = (β, β, β, . . .). Therefore, the other-

sophisticate’s inward reassessment is finite. Consequently, the outward-sophisticate

is motivated, from Proposition 3. In turn, the full-sophisticate must be unmotivated,

from Proposition 4. Finally, from Lemma 2, this team must be efficient.

(c) One player is a self-sophisticate and the other is a full-sophisticate. The self-

sophisticate is unmotivated, from Proposition 2. In turn, the full-sophisticate must be

motivated, from Proposition 4. Finally, from Lemma 2, this team must be efficient.

Note that, since self-sophisticates do not reassess their naive outward beliefs, a

team with two self-sophisticates must have symmetric beliefs with µI(n) = µ′I(n) =

µO(n) = µ′O(n) = 1 for all n = 1, 2, . . .. Therefore the possibility of a team with

self-sophisticates did not need to be considered in the above proof. �

A.13 Proof of Proposition 6

If both players are full-sophisticates, it is common knowledge that both players are

present-biased. Therefore, µI = µ′I = µO = µ′O = (β, β, β, . . .). From Corollary 1,

such a team must be inefficient.
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Now the full-sophisticate’s partner is a different type of sophisticate. From Propo-

sition 5, this team will be efficient.

Next, suppose the full-sophisticate’s partner is a naif with limited reassessment.

From Proposition 1, the naif is unmotivated if their reassessment is weakly inward, and

motivated if their reassessment is strictly outward. Proposition 4, the full-sophisticate

is then motivated for the former type of naif and unmotivated for the latter, which

in turn implies that the team will be efficient in light of Lemma 2.

Lastly, suppose the full-sophisticate’s partner is a naif with unlimited reassessment.

Under unlimited reassessment, the naif’s beliefs are given by µ′I = µ′O = (β, β, β, . . .).

Thus, µ′I(n) = β = µO(n) for all n = 1, 2, . . ., i.e. the naif is (effectively) self-

sophisticated. Moreover, µ′O(n) = β = µI(n − 1) for all n = 1, 2, . . ., i.e. the naif is

(effectively) other-sophisticated. Therefore, the naif is, in effect, a full-sophisticate

under unlimited reassessment (when paired with an actual full-sophisticate) because

all of their beliefs happen to be correct. Finally, since the naif is neither motivated nor

unmotivated under unlimited reassessment (Corollary 4), the team will be inefficient

(Lemma 2), as desired. �

A.14 Proof of Proposition 7

From Proposition 2, the self-sophisticate is unmotivated. From Proposition 1, the

naif is motivated if and only if their reassessment is strictly outward. Therefore, from

Lemma 2, the team is efficient if and only if the naif’s reassessment is strictly outward.

�

A.15 Proof of Proposition 8

First consider case (i). Since the naif’s reassessment is weakly inward, the naif is

unmotivated (Proposition 1). The other-sophisticate is motivated if and only if their

inward reassessment is weakly shallower than that of the naif (Proposition 3, part

(ii)), which in turn holds if and only if the team is efficient (Lemma 2).

Now consider case (ii). Since the naif’s reassessment is strictly outward, the naif is

motivated (Proposition 1). The other-sophisticate is unmotivated if and only if their

inward reassessment is strictly deeper than that of the naif (Proposition 3, part (ii)),

which in turn holds if and only if the team is efficient (Lemma 2). �
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A.16 Robustness to Generalized Reassessments

Here we consider relaxing our assumptions on how naive beliefs are reassessed in two

ways. First, we no longer assume that reassessed beliefs must be β, and instead

allow a reassessed belief to assume any value on [β, 1). This may reflect some form

of partial reassessment of a particular belief in that it may be reassessed downward

from its prior belief (1), but not necessarily down to the level of the naif’s recently-

discovered present bias factor (β) which prompted the reassessment. Second, we relax

our previous assumption that beliefs that are lower in order than the highest-order

reassessments in its associated direction are also reassessed. That is, we now allow

for the possibility that µz(k) = 1 and µz(k
′) < 1 with k′ > k.

To establish the robustness of our results under these conditions, we first have

to adapt our previous notation to the new setting: To start, we define, for each

z ∈ {O, I}, a player’s reassessment depths as follows:

R∗z =

{
0, if µz(n) = 1, for all n = 1, 2, . . .

max{n : µz(n) < 1}, otherwise.

We presume that this generalization pertains to finite reassessments for which R∗z <

∞, while maintaining our previous notion for cases of infinite reassessment along a

dimension (i.e. µz = (β, β, β, . . .)) to avoid having to work out arbitrarily complicated

yet uninstructive cases (such as µz(n) = 1 if and only if n is prime).

Similar to our previous definitions, we let R∗O
′ and R∗I

′ denote the partner’s re-

assessment depths and R̃∗
′
O and R̃∗

′
I denote the original player’s beliefs regarding R∗O

′

and R∗I
′. Now define f(x, y) ≡ {(R̃∗

′
O, R̃

∗′
I) : R∗O = x,R∗I = y}. Thus, we can see that

f(R∗O, R
∗
I) = (R̃∗

′
O, R̃

∗′
I). Lastly, define k∗(µ) = min{k : f (k)(R∗O, R

∗
I) = (0, 0)}. We

already know that if k∗(µ) = 0 — i.e. under zero reassessment so that R∗O = R∗I = 0

— then the player is unmotivated. Now suppose a player with beliefs µA is unmoti-

vated (motivated) and k∗(µA) = n. Then, if k∗(µB) = n+ 1, a player with beliefs µB

must be motivated (unmotivated) because they believe their partner is unmotivated

(motivated). Therefore, a player with beliefs µ must be unmotivated if k∗(µ) is even

and motivated if k∗(µ) is odd. Now k∗(µ) is even if and only if R∗I ≥ R∗O, and k∗(µ)

is odd if and only if R∗O > R∗I . Hence, a naif who is weakly inward in the sense

that R∗I ≥ R∗O remains unmotivated under our relaxed assumption on reassessments,

while a naif who is strictly outward in the sense that R∗O > R∗I remains motivated,

which means that Proposition 1 is qualitatively robust to our generalizations. It is
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straightforward to confirm that the corresponding corollaries follow in turn.
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